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ACCELERATED THROUGHPUT

ation, an adversarial or chance observer or testing device
cannot differentiate betWeen a random and a pseudo random
sequence.

SYNCHRONIZED WORD STREAM CIPHER,
MESSAGE AUTHENTICATOR AND
ZERO-KNOWLEDGE OUTPUT RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATOR

Whether a string of binary bits or Words is purely random,
colored random, or pseudo random is often philosophical,
often ambiguous, and is generally dependent on the observers
knoWledge of the generating function and the state of the

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

variables. Using the expression, “seemingly random” evades
The present invention relates to the ?eld of cryptography,

the semantic problem, as a given Word variable is pseudo

and, in particular random number generation, synchronized

random to a random oracle privileged to knoW internal
secrets, and is conversely unpredictably random to a non
privileged observer, entitled, at most to see a sequence of

stream cipher sequences, and the generation of message

authenticating coding.

generated “seemingly” unpredictable Words. In many
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

instances it is conventional to use random as a generic

description of all “seemingly random” strings, Wherein the
Conventional prior art random number generators, stream
ciphers, and mes sage authentication and associated technolo
gies are described in the folloWing documents:

Intel, US. Pat. No. 5,706,218, Random Number Generator;
M-Systems, US Patent 2004/0205095, Random Number Slip

context de?nes more accurately the unpredictable status.
INTRODUCTION
20

Maurer, U. M., “A Universal Statistical Test for Random Bit
Generators”, Journal of Cryptography, Volume 5 Number

2, 1992, pages 89-106, hereinafter “Maurer”;
Speci?cation No. TS 102 221 V3.0.0F-06921 published by
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
2000, hereinafter “ETSI”;

25

“securely generated” random number binary key, con?den
tially kept by the sender and receiver, Which is exactly the
length of the message is used both to encrypt (by the sender)
and to decrypt (by the receiver of the mes sage). Each bit of the
key is XORed to clear text data to generate cipher text Which
is intractably discemable to an observer of the cipher text, as

Texas Instrument’ s OMAP Preliminary User’ s Manual Secu

rity Features, January 2001, particularly FIG. 7-15, here
inafter “OMAP”;
Rueppel, R. A., Analysis and Design of Stream Ciphers,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1986, pages 117, 186-187 and
216-218, hereinafter “Rueppel”,

There is a stark similarity to the design criteria of a stream

cipher and unpredictable random number generator and to
Shannon’s proof that a “one time pad” is the only perfectly
safe encryptor. In the Vernam “one-time pad” cipher, a

and SWap Generators;

30

We assume that an adversary could never guess a long random

number. As the recipient of the cipher text knoWs the secret

full length “key” used by the enciphering entity, the receiver
decrypts the cipher text by using the identical binary sequence

pub/random/ source, hereinafter, “Marsaglia”.

Which the receiver XORed bit by bit to the cipher text.
The Vernam cipher secret key had to be unpredictable to the
most astute observer; the authentic criterion for testing the
output of random number generators. It is herein assumed that

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

the ZK-Crypt asymptotically approaches “Vernam” infalli
bility. In a typically strong system environment, using both

The battery of George Marsaglia’ s latest tests for randomality
of generated binary sequences can be found on the folloW

35

ing Hong Kong University Website: ftp://ftp.csis.hku.hk/

40

ible ?rmware method for generating quality cryptographic
strings of unpredictable binary symbols, i.e., random num
bers, With modi?cations to encrypt binary clear text into
cipher text, and to decipher the cipher text With a similar

user typically con?dentially assume that brute force compro

mising of the key entails large amounts of clear and cipher
45

text Samples from a given session, and Well over 2190 indi
vidual trial attacks to divulge the initial conditions. Exhaus
tive search attacks With a Work factor of 21 20 are considered to

device or ?rmWare emulation thereof; and With further suit
able modi?cations to enable a rigorous method for assuring

be intractable With conventional computing, e. g., future
attacks may involve quantum or DNA computers.
In conventional cryptography and in the embodiments of

message authentication, designed to replace present systems
Which have been successfully attacked and proved inad

equate.

the native and generating an obscure extension of the initial

iZing key, Working in the mo st current consuming modes, the

This invention describes a compact hardWare and compat

50

this invention, the one-time long length key, is a derivation of

The terms random and pseudo-random, or (p)random are

a shorter secret key, to generate an encryption key, With a

used interchangeably, and are often replaced With the Words
“seemingly random” Wherein real random signi?es a state of

sequence Whose length is much longer than the clear text data.
The process is typically the fastest method available for

encrypting long sequences, e.g., for digitiZed broadcast tele

entropy (unpredictability) caused by uncorrelated unpredict
able phenomena. Pseudo-randomness signi?es a condition

55

Wherein a knoWn device With a knoWn initial input has a
determined state at a given interval. Real random number

generators are typically random non-deterministic devices,
driven by a random physical phenomenon. Stream cipher
generators are deterministic devices, generating sequences

60

vision.
It is Well knoWn that there is more “local entropy”, in Many
to One LFSR sequences, (see the Glossary) With more than
one pair of taps. The serial outputs of Many to One and One
to Many LFSRs are equivalent. To the best of our knoWledge,
no prior art implementations used all or any of the parallel

outputs of One to Many feedback shift registers.

Which are generated by a device operative to use a secret key,

Wherein the output of the device is easily decipherable only

With One to Many FSRs, it is far more obvious that as more

by the same or equivalent device operative to use the same

XORs are interspersed betWeen cells, the intra-Word XORing
“scrambles” bits of juxtaposed Words (as opposed to the far
Weaker inter-Word changes of Many to One FSRs).

secret initialiZing key. In such transmission, communicant
devices, e.g., satellites and ground transmitters, both sender
and receiver typically share the same secret key for a crypto

graphic stream cipher transmission session. In atypical situ

65

Changing an original Many to One design Which Was com
pliant to the NIST test suite When Sampled once every seven

US 7,827,223 B2
3

4

primary clocks to the One to Many con?guration, produced

simple left or right hand rotations, With the commensurate

similar tested results When Sampled once every three primary
clocks.
The design criteria for the ZK-Crypt system Were very

loss of complexity. (See Rotate and XOR Tier Output Word,
in the Glossary.)
The Basic RNG/SCE/MAC Modes of Operation
The ZK-Crypt has one clock input, the Host’s (see Glos
sary) system clock. Typically, it has a second internal optional
autonomous oscillator, operative to supply an uncorrelated
random source, for RNG applications, unconstrained by

rigorous.
The hardWare device had to be:

fast, one clock cycle had to produce one result Word for

transparent downloading of encrypted digital content over
noisy transmission lines, e.g., mobile telephones;

ETSI restrictions. Typically, embodiments are activated in the

Single Clock Mode, driven by the system clock, only. When

fast for strong message authentication to assure tamper-resis
tance to stored or transmitted ?les, ?nancial transactions,

the RNG operates in the Single Clock Mode, We say that the
hardWare is a pseudo-random number generator, Where the
random source is the secret key (initialized condition); We use
the deterministically initialized RNG type outputs in the SCE
as the mask for e?icient encryption and decryption. (In the

long documents, especially to enable booting after quick
validation of the operating system;
a very loW poWer consumer, deployable With standard cell

semiconductor logic; compact in size, not much larger than an
e?icient quality random number generator, to be economi
cally feasible for universal inclusion in smart cards, memory
controllers, and general purpose CPUs, controllers, and num

ber crunchers;
compatible With the most rigorous tests and rules of compli

RNG dual clock mode, the random sources are the unknoWn

initial state, and the continued randomization caused by the
unpredictable pulsing of an autonomous oscillator.)
20

ance for each of the three principal security functions and, not

least;
based on an easily recognizable secure architecture, includ

25

30

Authentication Coder, MAC, to replace the SHA-l method

nary:

35

testing of principals;
generation of test vectors for the hardWare implementation;

preparation of drivers for testing modes of use;

40

to enable immediate distribution for use on existing systems.
The results Were gratifying:
45

device:

outputs 32 bits of stream cipher en/decoded cipher text, or
outputs an unpredictable Random Number 32 bit string, or

in the ?rst phase digests 32 bits of Message in virtually any
length binary ?le and then Outputs 32 bits of MAC
Signature at each clock, Wherein;

50

The device is considered Zero-Knowledge, in that an
adversary only has access to an output that is “?reWall sepa
rated” by a hash matrix permutation, four odd-number
complementors, at least one correlation immunizing, non
singular maximizing barrier to any of the internal three tiers
of non-linear feedback generators, each tier With a pseudo
BroWnian reverse orientation correlation and bias elimination

pseudo-Brownian reverse orientation is typically replaced by

phone and other portable device applications.
In Multi-Step Operation (Encryption, MAC or Random
Number Generation), the ZK-Crypt ?rst activates the random
clocks a predetermined (the value minus one speci?ed by
Sample Delay Vector) number of system clocks to activate
nLFSRs prior to sampling an output (While simultaneously
activating the Register Bank on the last clock cycle).
In the MAC mode, during the ?rst phase MAC digest, the
outputs are fed back into the nLFSR bank; during the second
phase output sequence of the authentication coding, the 32 bit
signature output strings are doWn loaded to the host (see

glossary).

55

Glossary
Autocorrelation

60

In the binary sense, a measure of entropy or mutual

relationships between tWo binary strings, Wherein a
binary n bit “base” string, is replicated typically to
double length and the “base” string is “compared” to

the longer replicated string, (XORed to the string as
it is offset bit-digit by bit-digit), and the number of
like (hits) and number of unlike (misses) comparisons

chronized clocks.

municants executes the ZK-Crypt methods in softWare, the

one of three tiers is activated, operation is most ef?cient and
is the fastest and the loWest poWer consuming, using less than
10% of the current of the 3 tier, l5 Multi-Step operation.

The folloWing glossary is for reference, as most entries are

permutation combiner, driven by tWo non-correlated syn
Note that in applications Wherein at least one of tWo com

feedback of the encryption mask.
In Single Step economy operation, When at each step only

explained elseWhere in the document. Many explanations are
included to help the reader.

In the most economic single step mode the unit passes the
NIST suite of RNG tests, Marsaglia’s DieHard suite, Maur

er’s suggested tests, and proprietary speci?c to design tests.

In all three feedback modes, the ZK-Crypt loads the Feed

Economical operation is of utmost importance in mobile

re-checking compliance With standards; and not least,

At each single stepped clock cycle (after initialization) the

operation.
back Store With relevant MUXed values. In SCE this feed
back is not a function of a message Word, but typically is the

Which is under constant attack.

The ?rmware implementation had to be available for prelimi

message Word is fed back into the Feedback Store, so that
previous Words affect every eventual message Word and every
variable in the folloWing states of the machine. The MAC
signature is a series of output steps relating to the ?nal state of

the ZK-Crypt engine. Six 32 bit Words (192 bits) Would be a
unique sequence representing the status of the six virtually
unique Words in the ZK-Crypt machine at the last stage of

ing provable and innovative elements, based on non-esoteric
principles to assure early acceptance by cryptographers and
standard committees;
an e?icient RNG, random number generator; SCE, stream
cipher encryptor/decryptor; and not least, a versatile Mes sage

In the MAC mode, the state of the machine must be a

pseudo-random state Which is grossly changed by every bit of
each successive message Word. In the ZK-Crypt the permuted

is counted at each comparison is recorded). In a
65

perfect n-bit pseudo-random sequence, the number of
hits and misses is balanced for all n-bit comparisons,

